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ef your actions on the whole Bay Area environment. As to my own availability

any
action, and I can visualise a pattern of cirounstances during the next several
menths at Madisen, Berkeley end Stanferd that could bring me inte your proposal.
Having said this, I would like te step inte the role of an ☁objective! consul~
tant, and leave it te you to construct a tangible plan frem these ideas. For
my own part, however, there is not very much leeway of time. After a very
long drawn out courtship, conditioned partly by problems of laboratery howeings

Siteate uy lifeimmeasurably to prolong after gusttine, Is there any chance
of your ceming to Medison earlier in March? I will do the legverk wi
Ensyne Institute if your om schedule will allew a change of date. (But
are
the week of March 11, Or could we meet for, say, half~a-day at Midway airport

name a roundtrip we can beth easily make in one day)?

Let me interject one more points making a decision eneng several alterna-
tives ia difficult enough without compounding their interactions. I think you
should know the details of my current situation, e.g. that my present salary
ie 12.5 may save you a bit of time, but I don't think I should go inte the
details of Berkeley's offer, as I have not hess beyond putting on the record
the contanuity of their interest. I would beg you to keep your own counsels
on our affeire lest you put me in an extresely avkvard position, end I widlicount
on the same, of course, for any slandera I may make later on.

You already know my basic appreach to medical genetics, end the type of
progrea which my mewrandum outlined is evolving here. The Medical Genetics
Dept. now consists of Newton Morton & myself. He is a rather unisual preduct
of the biometrical school of human genetics, insefar as he is also eager to
dabble in the laboratory, and he is deing sense verk, for exemple, on the
chemical pathology of spherocytosis and of muscular dystrophy in man and in
chickens. We are also in the threes of another appointaent, ultimately
aimed at sone strength in clinical genetics and in the genetics of scuatic
celis; if this succeeds, the departuent will be on ita feet to the point
where substitution of single members would not spoil ite continuity.

The main point of a dépktinthtafressiobionf the GancthtagDupazinedt,thts
way that was not possible



training geneticiats fer medical scheels. We hope that ultimately a residency
under Medicine might even be established in this field, and we already have
evidence of very strong interest in having a post-graduate (1.6. post-M.D.)
program, The products ef such a progran are badly needed to staff the
number of schools which have no genetics at all, and which are waking up
to the lack. (Tt also happens that there would be some distinct research
advantages to this liasion, but this is a tactical situation, not newessarily
generally impertant, theugh it was a strong impalee for me).

The prograa is predicated on the Wisconsin situation that we have a
medical school already in an academic context, end that we already have a
strong genetics progren on the same caupus. We concluded that canpetent
training in genetics requires a wuch broader base than human genetiess aloe,
even fer practitioners whose main preoe tien later on will be clinical.
(This for the seme reason that you teach bicchemistry, not hunan biechentstry).

The training aspect aside, there 1s no compelling reason in principle
why a genetics department must be in the medical school and not another division.
However, it is no Jggg logical a situation than any other, and if the research
strength at seme point is concentrated at the medical schoel, then genetics
ean well go there too,

You've noticed that I've said very little about teaching genetics te medical
students. I'd want more experience on this point, but frankly this is the Jesst
important function. I aa not too hopeful that a deosen lectures, to students
not already prepared by past training and by constent restimlation fron the
whole medical faculty, are geing to be very useful. Hogben recently sent an
article into the Jour. Med. Educ. om the subject, his peint was that clinical
genetics, of relatively rare afflictions, is quite unimportant compared|to
the necessity af genetic insight for the understanding of the
taetiolegy'. And with this I heartily agree. Soe I feel that the feostien of
a medical genetics department {f is fer the education ef the faculty more
than the students, except inecfar as these became the faculty of texncrraw. I
suspect (subject to mere experience) that the place for genetics in medical
education is early in the premedical curriculum, next to chemistry and physics,
and that it should come out in the medical course all over the map, just as
biocheaistry does. For the budding academic )'s, we might well have nore
advanced courses, of course. (T won't take time here to go into the whole
question of training for medical research, betched up as it is new/J, But this
ie one of my keenest concerns in education, the only adninistrative question
I get much steamed up about, and perhaps the other important reasen for ny
leaning to the medical scheol here.)

Genetic counseling is in such a primitive stage that we decided here to
avoid it like sin. Much of the need far it should disappear when we train more
physicians who knew what a chromoseme is. We are of course willing to deal
with practitioners who ask for more detailed information (usually literature)
to help them cope with a particular situation, but we have avoided direct
dealings with patients. To de counseling at all well would require a tremeddous
staff; perhaps what we'd need is a school fer genetic (ef. psychiatric) social
toy Considering how poorly even most professional people understand elemen-
tery probability (*well, since your first child had the condition, and its reces-
sive, your next one is leas likely to be]® )I think that most genetic advice
must be quite misleading unless it is part of the whole pattern of medical care.

Frankly, I om not Sereanae
in establishing a Genetics department (and I would call it that rather
Medieal Genetics unless there's other good reason) unless it oangeta fete



amount of money for staff. The difference is the breadth of the base.
Sbilidd Between your group and Biology, you will bave considerable strength
in genetics, but it is highly concentrated on microorganims, and ene would
like to see some Drosophilists and mousemen in the picture. Ican visualise
the following courses of action:

1) A comprehensive Departmen? of Genetics: should comprise at least
two men £J; one preferably a mamalogist (vis. inbred aioe), the
other of bicanetrical~clinical orientations. In this pioture, I would
bekapically at least, superfluous, which is to say ene more item of
cost.

2) A lese ambitious program which did not aim, at first, at the postgraduate
training aims. This might take the form, for example, ef reorganizing a single
Department of Biochemistry & Genetics. You are the one person te when this
should not seund absurd! I have in mind that cal genetics (DNA) plus

genetic chemistry (individuality) enconpass important principles
of beth subjects, not to mention the particular interests ef yourself, your
group and me,

z I am not sure which of these I would personally prefer if I had the
chofoe. If the funds were so readily available that I did not have to take
too mach time raising them, I suppose (1), insofar as there can be gone ad-
vantages {can you name them?) in the freedem of action of a chairmanship.
But (1) would be much lesa appealing if it put seme distance between us.
Perhaps some compromise between (1) and (2) can be thought of. One of ny
points is that I would net be attracted te the chairmanship of a group
where the balance of growth needs vs. available reseurces was such that

time. Any program ought to be realistically
conceived in relation to those resources.

After all, Art, you are (to my mind) Stanford's most valuable asset.
It 4a perfectly plain how uniquely our talents and interests cazplenent one
another -♥~ my most cogent dissatisfaction with Wisconsin is that I could not
succeed in working out a longlasting biochemical collabaration, which I so
badly need. (I hope this was mainly because ay very good friends among the
biceheatsts have been prececupied with other lines of work, though Van Potter
ie moving in a more interesting direction lately.) I have been trying very
hard te move my genetic work in a direction to fit my om pressriptions (at
Baltimore) but have not had much encoumagement with E. coli. Just since
last week, I've been playing with Hemophilus, and find this a mush more
manageable system than I had supposed. My immediate concern is to faniliarize
myself with one systen transduction that does work, to have a
better foundation with at with B. coli. Failing that, I have in
mind to ☁mix the to see if
ment in E, ocolis if that fails too, I may even see if seme more interesting
markers can be developed with Hemephilus, though I am naturally rehictant
to give up our investment in cell.
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you make a firm bid. Benzser is a very talented and entertaining fellow; I an
not gire (just that, he might be) that he would be my first choice ag bico-
Rhyaicigt. (Perhaps that doesn't matter at all in a school that doesn't imow
the difference between Bactericlogy and Bicohemistry.) His achiewents have
been the result of fantastic concentration on a rather narrow issue, and he
still shows astonishing naivete in conversations on almost anything he is not
immediately concerned with, This is easily retionalised: he was
a physicist, has a good head, but no particghar depth in bielogy, and he has
invelved himself in problems that make no very direct use of his physics,



The notion of concentrating on DNA as a theme is irresistible to me, Do you
have anyone at Stanferd who'd be an eppesite number te sdy Schachmen? GrWould
function adequately just where he 1s? Have you theught ebeyt Alex Rich?!Or
even Jin Watson? ☁

substantial contribution to match. ☁The trouble with this is just the tinting,

but if Stenferd had seme funds for f¥idik reinmurance, it might be gotten underway. -
Stanford would also have to be able to make a camitment to pick up the tab for

tenure salaries at the expiration of these initial grents. Thinking about

all the letter-writing and phone-calls all this would mean again makes me lean

strongly back to (2).

(at

Berkeley) about then, in all candour., He would be deeply Imrt if he heard about

then,#ren-enyemeor at least any participation on my part in them, frem anyone

but myself. I en relying on you for this. Since both of us
(en moving anywhere to the westcoast) to active cordiality between
Stanford, we sught to go out of our way not to provoke any resentments. I had

precisely the same feeling when the tables were turned last spring.

Whi's going to be left in the midwest? It's curious there should have

been a strong tide flowing in here during the 40's, and soc many people leaving

again now (at least in microbiology).

Enough for now= we just have to get together soon. Yeu can reach ms

most evenings, more relaxedly (and cheaply, if wetre te have more 15
sesaions) by a station call to (Eder 3 2968. As ever,


